
INTRODUCING EXPO BEACTIVE,
THE NEW EVENT DEDICATED TO THE WORLD OF ACTIVE VACATIONS

From May 5th to 7th 2023, the Vicenza Exhibition Center opens its doors
to the winning combination of tourism and outdoor sport

Vicenza, 14 December 2022 – Anticipation is building for the debut of the first edition of Expo BeActive -
TRAVEL, ADVENTURE, SPORT - the new event dedicated to active vacations.
The event, organized by IEG – Italian Exhibition Group – in partnership with Taking Off, will take place at the
Fiera di Vicenza from May 5th to 7th, 2023 and will turn the spotlight on all the various declinations of active,
naturalistic and sustainable tourism with a focus on cycling tourism, trekking, water sports, and a wide array
of other activities that enrich both vacations as well as psycho-physical well-being. An opportunity for all
those who – whether as a couple, with family, friends or alone – wish to discover tourist destinations,
services, tour operators, and products for a high-energy vacation.

A new project in which the experience and credibility in the tourism sector of TTG Travel Experience (part of
the IEG Group) merge with the deep knowledge of the bicycle and outdoor sports sector of IBF Italian Bike
Festival, organized by Taking Off. Dedicated to enthusiasts of the winning combination of outdoor activities
and travel, this 3-day event responds to the demand of conscious and demanding travelers who seek
tourism experiences with positive effects on their well-being as individuals and on the territories that
welcome them.

Alongside the exhibition there will be entertainment areas for visitors, interactive events and product
testing, as well as appointments for insiders such as workshops, conferences, and networking opportunities.
An important showcase dedicated to tourist destinations, regions, foreign promotional groups, and
specialized operators. Expo BeActive promises to be filled of proposals and suggestions for those who like to
take an active approach to their vacation, combining the discovery of territories with open-air activities.

TTG Travel Experience with Expo BeActive verticalizes its know-how in the world of tourism and presents
itself with an innovative and comprehensive offer that targets the end consumer, a wide audience to bring
together supply and demand for active and sustainable vacations as a true community catalyst as it is in its
DNA.

IBF Italian Bike Festival brings to Expo BeActive all its know-how on cycling tourism and outdoor sports. In
particular, within Expo BeActive the important theme of bicycle tourism will be highlighted, already present
with its own thematic area at the Italian Bike Festival – a particularly topical cluster and a trend for many
destinations. IBF will transfer within Expo BeActive its participatory event model with experiences and
activities that involve the visitors, making them the protagonist and part of a community.

Expo BeActive will have free admission with mandatory registration.



https://expobeactive.it/

FOCUS ON ITALIAN EXHIBITION GROUP
Italian Exhibition Group S.p.A., a company with shares listed on Euronext Milan, a regulated market organized and
managed by Borsa Italiana S.p.A., has developed over the years, together with its facilities in Rimini and Vicenza, a
domestic leadership in the organization of trade fair and congress events, and has developed foreign activities –
including through joint ventures with global or local organizers, such as in the United States, United Arab Emirates,
China, Mexico, Germany, Singapore, and Brazil - that have positioned it among the leading European operators in the
sector.

FOCUS ON TAKING OFF
Taking Off Srl develops events and projects in the sports and outdoor sector. It proposes an innovative concept that

combines trade exhibition with brand experience and counts among its achievements an ecosystem of excellence

between events and communication platforms. Among the events managed by Taking Off srl are, among others, Italian

Bike Festival, the Salone della Bici, which was born as a new exhibition concept, an event that in just five years has

become a reference point of the sector at the European level.

This press release contains forward-looking elements and estimates that reflect management's current views ("forward-looking
statements") especially with regard to future operating performance, realization of investments, cash flow trends, and changes in
the financial structure. Forward-looking statements inherently have an element of risk and uncertainty because they depend on the
occurrence of future events. Actual results may differ, even significantly, from those announced, in relation to a plurality of factors
including, but not limited to: trends in the out-of-home catering market and tourist flows in Italy; trends in the gold and jewelry
market; trends in the green economy market; commodity price trends; general macroeconomic conditions; geopolitical factors; and
developments in the regulatory framework. Furthermore, the information contained in this release does not claim to be complete,
nor has it been verified by independent third parties. The projections, estimates, and targets presented herein are based on
information available to the Company as of the date of this release.
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